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PICTURE BOOKS
Adamson, Ged
Atkinson, Cale
Buckley, Finn
Cabrera, Jane
Charles, Tami
Garrity-Riley
Hare, John L.
Kimmel, Jimmy
Lareau, Kara
Lieb, Josh
Myers, Matt
Nicholls, Sally
O’Byrne, Nicola
Persico, Zoe
Pett, Mark
Richards, Dan
Rosoff, Meg
Smith, Sydney
Zhang, Kat
PICTURE BOOKS: FAVORITES
Shea, Bob

Grades K-1
Bird Hugs
Unicorns 101
Lenny the Lobster Can’t Stay for DInner
The Thank You Letter
Freedom Soup (Hoopla)
Frankie’s Favorite Food
Field Trip to the Moon
The Serious Goose (Libby)
Baby Clown
Chapter Two is Missing
Hum and Swish
The Button Book
The Rabbit, the Dark, and the Cookie Tin
Georgia’s Terrific, Colorific Experiment
I’m Not Millie!
Once Upon a Goat
It’s a Moose!
Small in the City (Hoopla)
Amy Wu and the Perfect Bao (Libby)
Who Wet my Pants?

PICTURE BOOKS: FEELINGS, FRIENDS AND FAMILY
Bagley, Jessica
Henry and Bea
Ward, Lindsay
This Book is Gray
PICTURE BOOKS: ANIMALS
Biedrzycki, David
Chin, Louie
Lanan, Jessica
Larkin, Shabazz

SumoKitty (Hoopla)
Bodega Cat
The Fisherman and the Whale
The Thing about Bees: A Love Letter

PICTURE BOOKS: SEASONS AND NATURE
Underwood, Deb
Outside In
Grade K-1
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PICTURE BOOKS: FAVORITES
John, Jory
Newson, Karl
Rex, Adam

The Cool Bean (Libby, Hoopla)
I am a Tiger
Why? (Hoopla)

PICTURE BOOKS: CONCEPTS
Harrison, Hannah E.

Bear is Awake! An Alphabet Story

EASY READERS
Barnett, Mac
Bentley, Tadgh
Derting, Kimberley
Feuti, Norman
Feuti, Norman
Higgins, Ryan
Hoff, Syd
Howe, James
Manushkin, Fran
Parish, Herman
Pizzoli, Greg
Rae, Elspeth
Seltzer, Eric
Willems, Mo

Jack Blasts Off
Little Penguin’s New Friend (Hoopla)
Cece Loves Science : Push and Pull (Hoopla)
Do you Like my Bike?
Let’s Have a Sleepover
What About Worms?
Danny and the Dinosaur in the Big City ( Hoopla)
Houndsley and Catina at the Library
The Best Baker (Katie Woo’s Neighborhood)
Amelia Bedelia Gets the Picture (Hoopla)
Baloney and Friends
Meg and Greg: A Duck in a Sock (Hoopla)
Knight Owls
Who is the Mystery Reader?

FIRST CHAPTER
Colton, Nicola

Jasper and Scruff: The Cool Cat Club

Jasper is desperate to impress the "Sophisticat" society members, and doesn't want Scruff bounding into his life
creating chaos. But sometimes, friends know exactly what you need.

Florence, Debbi
Family)

Apple and Annie: The Hamster Duo (My Furry Foster

Harrison, Paula

Kitty and the Moonlight rescue

Annie and Apple are two very cute hamsters from the animal shelter who are being fostered by eight-year-old
Kaita Takano and her family. Kaita can't wait to find forever homes for the inquisitive furballs--but first, she has to
find them!
Kitty is special. Her mother is a superhero with catlike powers that Kitty and her little brother Max will someday
inherit. But being a superhero involves going on daring adventures at night, and Kitty doesn't know if she'll ever
be brave enough for that! (Hoopla)
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Jacobs, Paul

Mack Rhino, Private Eye: The Big Race Lace Case

Lee, Lyla

Mindy Kim and the Yummy Seaweed Business

Mews, Melody

Itty BItty Princess Kitty: The Newest Princess

Odgers, Sally

Pearl the Magical Unicorn

Staniszewski, Anna

The Magic Mirror(Once Upon a Fairy Tale)

J GRAPHIC NOVELS
Benton, Jim

Me, Three! (Catwad 3)

Johnson, Kimberli

Emeline: Knight in Training

J BIOGRAPHY
J BIO CARVER Barretta

The Secret Garden of George Washington Carver

Mack Rhino is a private eye who has just finished solving his 99th case. With his trusty sidekick, Redd Oxpeck by
his side (or on his back) he's about to embark on his 100th. There's a big race in town, but all the runners are
missing the laces to their sneakers! Who's run off with the goods, and why?"

Mindy Kim wants to fit in at her new school, but her favorite lunch leads to scorn, then a thriving business, and
finally big trouble. (Libby)
Something exciting is happening in Lollyland. Itty Bitty Kitty's eighth shooting star is about to arrive and that
means she's going to become a princess! Itty's excited, but when she learns about all the things that are going
to change, she's also nervous.

Meet Pearl. She is a magical unicorn. But Pearl doesn't quite know how to use her magic. With the help of her
friends, Tweet and Olive, can Pearl believe in her magical self? And what happens when Pearl and her friends
stumble upon three naughty, stinky gobble-uns!?

The Ice Princess's magic mirror is broken, one piece is missing, and without it the Enchanted Kingdom is locked
in a terrible, unseasonable, heat wave (even the palace is melting); two children, Kara and Zed, are
determined to help, but first they must figure out whether the break is the result of the sibling rivalry between the
Ice Princess and her sister the Sun Princess--or did the monkey do it?

Catwad and Blurmp are back and ready for more adventures in this newest volume in which they meet new
friends, try out yoga (spoiler alert: Catwad hates it), and more! It's a laugh-out-loud romp not to be missed,
even if Catwad claims otherwise.

Emiline is learning how to be a knight. There are many skills that knights need: sword fighting, unicorn riding, and
PB&J eating! While Emiline is very good at these, she has a hard time reading. But when fixing a dangerous
situation means Emiline must read some magic words, she discovers that with practice, curiosity, and help from
her friends, she can improve at reading and save the day!

When George Washington Carver was just a young child, he had a secret: a garden of his own.Here, he rolled
dirt between his fingers to check if plants needed more rain or sun. He protected roots through harsh winters, so
plants could be reborn in the spring. He trimmed flowers, spread soil, and studied life cycles. And it was in this
very place that George's love of nature sprouted into something so much more--his future.
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J BIO MITCHELL Barrett

What Miss Mitchell Saw

Every evening, from the time she was a child, Maria Mitchell stood on her rooftop with her telescope and swept
the sky. And then one night she saw something unusual--a comet no one had ever seen before! Miss Mitchell's
extraordinary discovery made her famous the world over and paved the way for her to become America's first
professional female astronomer. (Libby)

J BIO PIERCE Respress-Churchwell

Follow Chester!

J NON-FICTION
J177.7 Shulman
Place!: 125 Kind Things to Say and Do

Be Kind: You Can Make the World a Happier

J 428.2 Sayre

Did you Burp?: How to Ask Questions...or Not!

In 1947, no African American player could play at a southern school; in return, the opposing team benches a
player of "equal talent." This historical fiction picture book frames a turbulent time in the civil rights era with the
clever use of a football play to show race relations and teamwork. Inspired by a true story, capturing a historic
defense against the Jim Crow laws of the South. (Hoopla)

In a world where people spend more time engaging through screens than in real-life interaction, showing basic
human kindness can feel like a lost art. Be Kind offers children aged 5 and up simple, actionable things they
can do in their daily lives that help them cultivate kindness toward others and grow into people with the
capacity to make the world a kinder place. (Hoopla)

This helpful how-to guide teaches kids what a question is, when to ask one, and how to form one. Friendly tips
and pointers ("Keep it short!" "Show interest!") help kids keep their questions appropriate and on point. Above
all, the book encourages readers to keep on asking questions--the beginning of learning about the world.
(Hoopla)

J 523.43 Ho

Red Rover: Curiosity on Mars

J 590 Howard

Encyclopedia of Animals

J 591.5 Lloyd
Us

Humanimal: Incredible Ways Animals are Just like

Mars has a visitor. It likes to roam, observe, measure, and collect. It explores the red landscape - crossing plains,
climbing hills, and tracing the bottoms of craters - in search of water and life. It is not the first to visit Mars. It will
not be the last. But it might be the most curious.

From the tiniest sponge to the largest elephant, all entries are gloriously illustrated in this spectacular
celebration of life on Earth. Entries cover habitat, size and behaviour, with zoologist and environmental scientist
Jules Howard's expertise brought to life by Jarom Vogel's eye-opening artwork.

So you think you're special? Just because people have built cities, invented pop-up toasters and put people on
the Moon that they are somehow different from (or better than) other living things? Well it's time to think again!
Humanimal explores the interconnections of the human and natural worlds in ways you never before imagined.
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J599.67 Williams

If Elephants Disappeared

J636.8 Shaw

Kitten Lady’s Big Book of Little Kittens

J641.3 Fisher

Now You Know What you Eat

J 910.45 Heos
in the Golden Age of Piracy

Who Wants to be a Pirate?: What it was really like

This picture book focuses on what would happen if elephants disappeared from our ecosystem.

Did you know kittens are born with their eyes closed and their ears folded, or that baby kittens eat six to twelve
meals a day? Learn these facts and more in this adorable book about saving the tiniest kittens.

Valorie Fisher dives deep into the science of what we eat and where ingredients come from by exploring what
happens behind the scenes of favorite, everyday foods like pizza, honey, milk, maple syrup, vegetable soup,
and more! With the help of bold, eye-catching yet simple graphics, inquisitive minds will love discovering what
makes popcorn pop, why bread rises, and how bees make honeycomb.

Have you ever wanted to be a pirate? To sail the high seas in search of adventure--and maybe some buried
treasure? Well, welcome aboard Captain Parrot's pirate ship! Captain Parrot is here to tell you about the life of
a real swashbuckler from the golden age of piracy.
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